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A WEIERSTRASS REPRESENTATION FOR 2D ELASTICITY
ULRICH PINKALL AND JONAS TERVOOREN
Abstract. We study a class of elastic energy functionals for maps between planar
domains (among them the so-called squared distance functional) whose critical points
(elastic maps) allow a far more complete theory than one would expect from general
elasticity theory. For some of these functionals elastic maps even admit a “Weierstrass
representation” in terms of holomorphic functions, reminiscent of the one for minimal
surfaces. We also prove a global uniqueness theorem that does not seem to be known in
other situations.
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1. Introduction
The theory of elastic equilibrium goes all the way back to Bernoulli and Euler [6]. Its
basic concern are the critical points of an elastic energy of the form
f 7→ E(f) =
∫
M
W (f ′)
where M ⊂ Rn is a bounded domain and f : M → Rn is a smooth map. If the material to
be modelled is homogeneous and isotropic (i.e. at each point it has the same properties
and no preferred direction) then the function W : Rn×n → R ∪∞ is supposed to satisfy
W (RAS) =W (A).
for all R,S ∈ SO(n). W (f ′) describes the energetic response of the material to the failure
of f ′ to be an orientation-preserving orthogonal map. So W (A) should be non-negative
and assume its absolute minimum zero on SO(n). Recent studies [2] have found it useful
to make sure that this minimum is non-degenerate in the sense that there are a constants
δ, C > 0 such that for all A ∈ Rn×n with d(A,SO(n)) ≤ δ we have
W (A) ≥ C · d(A,SO(n))2.
Here d denotes the euclidean distance in the space of matrices endowed with the Frobenius
norm. In fact, the choice
Wd(A) :=
1
2
d(A,SO(n))2
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itself yields a valid elastic energy, called the distance-squared energy Ed, which has been
successfully applied to elasticity simulations in the context of Computer Graphics [1]. The
most classical choice (which yields the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff energy) is
Wsv(A) := ||AtA− I||2.
In order to obtain existence and uniqueness results concerning minimizers of the elastic
energy one usually has to specify suitable boundary conditions. So far such results only
have been found for maps f that are close to the the identity. Little is known about
equilibria in the case of “large deformations”. Moreover, only for very special elastic
equilibria f explicit formulas are available.
Let us compare this to another classical variational problem: Given a compact domain
M ⊂ R2, look for smooth maps f : M → R3 (subject to suitable boundary conditions)
that are minimal surfaces, i.e. critical points for the area functional. To eliminate the
freedom of repararametrization one usually restricts attention to conformal immersions
f . Here the situation is quite different: There is an abundance of global classification
results and all such f can be explicitly expressed in terms of two holomorphic functions
g, h :M → C:
f(z) = Re
∫
h(1 − g2, i(1 + g2), 2g).
In this paper we will show that in two dimensions elastic equilibria based on the distance-
squared energy admit a very similar Weierstrass representation in terms of two holomor-
phic functions. In fact, we will exhibit such a representation for a whole one-parameter
family Eλ of elastic energies that contains the distance-squared energy Ed for λ = 1.
Most of the theory we are going to develop applies to an even larger class of energies EV
that depend on a certain convex function V of one variable. We will prove the following
global uniqueness result: LetM ⊂ R2 be a simply connected open domain and f : M → R2
a critical point of EV (with respect to arbitrary variations) that is stable in a sense that
we will make precise. Then f is a rigid motion.
There are counterexamples if the dimension of M is at least three or if M is not simply
connected.
2. Elastic energies in the planar case
The euclidean space of all real 2× 2 matrices splits as an orthogonal direct sum
gl(2,R) = C⊕ C⊥. (2.1)
Here C consists of the orientation preserving conformal endomorphisms of R2 and C⊥ of
the orientation reversing ones, i.e. elements of C are complex linear and elements of C⊥
are complex anti-linear. In this notation SO(2) is just the unit circle in C. For a smooth
map f : M → R2, the splitting (2.1) reflects in the decomposition of the differential df
(viewed as an R2-valued 1-form) as
df = fzdz + fz¯dz¯, (2.2)
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where subscripts denote partial derivatives and
fz = (fx − ify)/2 and fz¯ = (fx + ify)/2.
In this notation the volume form on R2 is
dx ∧ dy = i
2
dz ∧ dz¯.
Proposition 1. The distance-squared energy of a smooth map f :M → R2 is given by
E(f) =
1
2
∫
M
(|fz| − 1)2 + |fz¯|2. (2.3)
Proof.
E (f) =
1
2
∫
M
d(df, SO(2))2
=
1
2
∫
M
min
B∈SO(2)
‖ fzdz −B︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈C
+ fz¯dz¯︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈C⊥
‖2
=
1
2
∫
M
min
B∈SO(2)
‖fzdz −B‖2 + ‖fz¯dz¯‖2
=
1
2
∫
M
(|fz| − 1)2 + |fz¯|2 .

We will also investigate a modified version of the distance-squared energy E(f) given by
EV (f) :=
1
2
∫
M
V (|fz|2) + |fz¯|2, (2.4)
where V : (0,∞)→ R is a smooth function with the following properties:
(1) V is strictly convex.
(2) V takes its only minimum zero at x = 1.
(3) V ′(x)
√
x ∈ O(1) near x = 0.
The simplest case just inserts a constant λ > 0 in E(f):
Eλ(f) =
1
2
∫
M
λ(|fz| − 1)2 + |fz¯|2. (2.5)
The crucial property of EV is the fact that one can add to EV one half of the oriented
area of f(M) to obtain an expression that depends on fz only:
EV +
1
2
area(f(M)) =
1
2
∫
M
V (|fz|2) + |fz¯|2 + det(df)
=
1
2
∫
M
V (|fz|2) + |fz|2. (2.6)
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Here we have used
det(df) = |fz|2 − |fz¯|2.
Since the area of f(M) is unaffected by variations of f supported in the interior of M ,
this modification of EV neither changes the Euler-Lagrange equations nor the stability
properties with respect to variations with fixed boundary. As a consequence, the property
of being a critical point of EV is invariant under the addition of antiholomorphic functions.
3. Euler-Lagrange equations for EV
LetM ⊂ R2 be a domain with piecewise smooth boundary. The class of maps f : M → R2
we are most interested in are smooth orientation preserving immersions. On the other
hand, when pushed far enough from the resting state by the boundary conditions, we will
see that elastic maps have the tendency to develop branch points (Fig. 1). Accordingly,
we include a larger class of maps:
Definition 1. A map f : M → R2 is called almost smooth if it is Lipschitz and smooth
away from finitely many points.
Almost smooth maps form a vector space. Moreover, since the derivative of an almost
smooth map f is bounded, EV (f) is well-defined. As a consequence of (2.6) we saw
that adding to f an antiholomorphic map preserves the Euler-Lagrange equations for the
energy EV . Asking our maps to be orientation preserving immersions away from finitely
many points would break this natural symmetry. We therefore weaken this condition in
a way that effectively says that (away from finitely many points) locally f becomes an
orientation preserving immersion after adding a suitable antiholomorphic function:
Definition 2. A Lipschitz map f : M → R2 is called almost immersed if on the comple-
ment of finitely many points {p1, . . . , pn} (called the regular part reg(f) of f) it is smooth
and fz does not vanish.
Indeed, for every point p ∈ reg(f) there exists an open neighbourhood U ⊂ reg(f) on
which we can define the antiholomorphic function k : U → R2,
k(z) := −z¯fz¯(p), (3.1)
such that, f˜ := f + k is an orientation preserving immersion on U .
To derive the Euler-Lagrange equations for EV our strategy is as follows: First we obtain
a necessary condition for being a critical point by allowing only a restricted class of
variations that do not move the branch points. We will see that maps satisfying this
necessary condition fall into two categories: The first consists of global minima among
almost immersed maps with the same boundary values. So in particular maps in this
category are certainly honest critical points. The second consists of maps f that are
unstable even locally. This means that our Euler-Lagrange equation (even though derived
based on a restricted class of variations) captures at least all the local minima of the
energy.
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Definition 3. An almost immersed map f : M → R2 is called a weak critical point of EV
if E˙V = 0 for all smooth variations f˙ compactly supported in reg(f) ∩ int(M).
Proposition 2. An almost immersed map f : M → R2 is a weak critical point of EV if
and only if the function
g := (1 + V ′(|fz|2) fz (3.2)
defined on reg(f) is holomorphic. If this is the case, g will always extend to a holomorphic
function on the whole of int(M).
Proof. Let us define the vector-valued 1-form
σ := i
Ä
−V ′
Ä
|fz|2
ä
fzdz + fz¯dz¯
ä
. (3.3)
In the language of continuum mechanics [4, 5] σ can be described as the hodge-dual of
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor.
Let f and f˙ be given as above. We compute the corresponding variation of the energy:
E˙V (f) =
d
dt
∣∣∣∣
t=0
1
2
∫
M
Ä
V
Ä
|fz|2
ä
+ |fz¯|2
ä i
2
dz ∧ dz¯ (3.4)
=
∫
M
Ä
V ′
Ä
|fz|2
ä ¨
f˙z, fz
∂
+
¨
f˙z¯, fz¯
∂ä i
2
dz ∧ dz¯
=
1
2
Re
∫
M
(
V ′
Ä
|fz|2
ä
f˙zfz + f˙z¯fz¯
)
idz ∧ dz¯
=
1
2
Re
∫
M
i
(
−V ′
Ä
|fz|2
ä
f˙zdz¯ ∧ fzdz + f˙z¯dz ∧ fz¯dz¯
)
=
1
2
Re
∫
M
(
f˙z¯dz + f˙zdz¯
)
∧ i
Ä
−V ′
Ä
|fz|2
ä
fzdz + fz¯dz¯
ä
= −1
2
Re
∫
M
df˙ ∧ σ
= −1
2
∫
M
〈df˙ ∧ σ〉
=
1
2
∫
M
〈f˙ , dσ〉 − 1
2
∫
M
d〈f˙ , σ〉.
σ and f˙ are smooth on reg(M) and f˙ is compactly supported in reg(M)∩ int(M). There-
fore, we can use Stokes theorem to obtain:
E˙V =
1
2
∫
M
〈f˙ , dσ〉 − 1
2
∫
∂M
〈f˙ , σ〉 = 1
2
∫
M
〈f˙ , dσ〉. (3.5)
As a consequence, f is a weak critical point of EV if and only if σ is a closed form on reg(f)∩
int(M). That is why, for a weak critical point f also (df − iσ) = (1+V ′(|fz|2) fzdz = g dz
is a closed 1-form and thus g is a holomorphic function on reg(f)∩ int(M). On the other
hand, V ′(x)
√
x ∈ O(1) and f is Lipschitz and therefore g is bounded and extends to a
holomorphic function on the whole of int(M). 
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Fig. 1: A triangulated domain (left) is deformed elastically. During the
deformation the points at the bottom are fixed while the points at the top
are moved to prescribed positions. After a small elastic deformation the
domain stays embedded (middle) and after a bigger deformation branch
points appear (right). The deformations were computed numerically and
visualized using Houdini.
Definition 4. We say that a map f satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations for EV if it
is a weak critical point, i.e. if the function g defined in equation (3.2) is holomorphic.
Definition 5. An almost smooth map f is called a minimizer with fixed boundary for
EV if
EV (f) ≤ EV (f˜)
for all almost smooth maps f˜ whose restriction to ∂M is the same as that of f . It is called
a strict minimizer if (5) holds with strict inequality.
Definition 6. An almost smooth map f is called locally unstable for EV if there is a point
p ∈ int(M) such that for every neighbourhood U of p there are variations of f supported
in U that bring down the energy EV .
Proposition 3. An almost smooth map f : M → R2 is a minimizer for EV with fixed
boundary if and only if it is a weak critical point for EV and
1 + V ′(|fz|2) ≥ 0. (3.6)
If for a weak critical point (3.6) holds and the left hand side does not vanish identically
then f is a strict minimizer. Weak critical points that are not minimizers are locally
unstable.
Proof. Suppose f is an almost smooth solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation for EV
and (3.6) holds. Let f˜ :M → R2 be another almost smooth map sharing with f the same
boundary values. Then f˜ = f + h where h is almost smooth and vanishes on ∂M . Due
to the fact that V is a smooth and strictly convex function we have
V (x) ≥ V (y) + V ′(y)(x− y), ∀x, y ∈ (0,∞) .
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For the elastic energy this implies
EV (f + h) =
1
2
∫
M
V (|fz + hz|2) + |fz¯ + hz¯|2 (3.7)
≥ 1
2
∫
M
V (|fz|2) + V ′(|fz|2)(|fz + hz |2 − |fz|2) + |fz¯ + hz¯|2
= EV (f) +
1
2
∫
M
V ′(|fz|2)(2〈fz , hz〉+ |hz|2) + 2〈fz¯, hz¯〉+ |hz¯ |2.
Due to the fact that h vanishes on the boundary the oriented surface area of h(M) is zero:
0 =
∫
M
det(dh) =
∫
M
|hz |2 − |hz¯ |2. (3.8)
We insert this into (3.7) and obtain:
EV (f + h)− EV (f) (3.9)
≥ 1
2
∫
M
(1 + V ′(|fz|2))|hz |2 + 1
2
∫
M
V ′(|fz|2)2〈fz, hz〉+ 2〈fz¯ , hz¯〉.
We now show that the second integral vanishes for almost smooth maps h supported in
int(M): ∫
M
Ä
V ′(|fz|2)2〈fz, hz〉+ 2〈fz¯, hz¯〉
ä i
2
dz ∧ dz¯
= Re
∫
M
Ä
2V ′(|fz|2)fzhz + 2fz¯hz¯
ä i
2
dz ∧ dz¯
= Re
∫
M
i
Ä
V ′(|fz|2)fzdz ∧ hzdz¯ − fz¯dz¯ ∧ hz¯dz
ä
= Re
∫
M
i
Ä
V ′(|fz|2)fzdz − fz¯dz¯
ä
∧
Ä
hzdz¯ + hz¯dz
ä
= Re
∫
M
σ ∧ dh
=
∫
M
〈σ ∧ dh〉.
Cutting out small disks around the points where h and σ are not smooth we obtain a
domain M0 where we can apply Stokes theorem. Using dσ = 0 we get:∫
M0
〈dh ∧ σ〉 =
∫
∂M0
〈h, σ〉. (3.10)
Due to the fact that both h and σ are bounded the boundaries of the disks do not
contribute to (3.10) in the limit of shrinking disks. Moreover, h vanishes on ∂M and we
obtain
∫
M 〈dh ∧ σ〉 = 0 and therefore equation (3.9) becomes
EV (f + h)− EV (f) ≥ 1
2
∫
M
(1 + V ′(|fz|2))|hz |2.
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This shows that f is a minimizer with fixed boundary of the elastic energy provided
that (3.6) holds. Moeover, f will be a strict minimizer if 1 + V ′(|fz|2) does not vanish
identically.
It remains to be proven that f is locally unstable if there is a point p ∈ reg(f) ∩ int(M)
with 1 + V ′(|fz|2) < 0. Let p be such a point, U ⊂ reg(f) ∩ int(M) any neighbourhood
of p and h :→ R2 a smooth function compactly supported in U . We compute the second
derivative with respect to t of EV (f + th):
d
dt
EV (f + th) =
∫
M
V ′(|fz + thz|2)〈fz + thz, hz〉+ 〈fz¯ + thz¯, hz¯〉
d2
dt2
∣∣∣∣∣
t=0
EV (f + th) =
∫
M
2V ′′(|fz|2)〈fz, hz〉2 + V ′(|fz|2)|hz |2 + |hz¯|2
= 2
∫
M
V ′′(|fz|2)〈fz, hz〉2 +
∫
M
(1 + V ′(|fz|2))|hz |2. (3.11)
Since the elastic energy is invariant under euclidean motions we can assume without loss
of generality that p = 0 and fz(p) is purely imaginary. Let φ : R → R be a compactly
supported even function and define for ǫ > 0
h(z) = 1/ǫ φ(|z|/ǫ) z.
Then hz is real valued and 〈fz(0), hz(0)〉 = 0. It is now easy to see that in the limit of
small ǫ the first integral in (3.11) goes to zero while the second one approaches a negative
value. The second variation of EV is therefore negative for small ǫ. 
4. Melting point solutions
For weak critical points g = (1 + V ′(|fz|2) fz is a holomorphic function and fz has only
isolated zeros. Therefore (1 + V ′(|fz|2) either has only isolated zeros (and thus f is a
strict minimizer or locally unstable) or it is identically zero. In the latter case |fz| will be
constant.
Definition 7. An almost immersed map f : M 7→ R2 is called melting point solution of
EV if on the whole of reg(f) we have
1 + V ′(|fz|2) = 0. (4.1)
For a melting point solution |fz| is a constant. In particular, for Eλ the melting point
condition (4.1) is equivalent to
|fz| = λ
1 + λ
.
From Proposition 2 it follows that melting point solutions are weak critical points of EV
and from Proposition 3 we obtain that they are minimizers of EV but not necessarily
strict ones.
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Using the language of Physics, if the material is compressed in such a way that |fz|
somewhere falls below a critical lower bound, the material becomes unstable, it “melts”.
Some melting point solutions can be obtained by a convergent sequence of strict minimizers
of EV (fn)n∈N : M 7→ R2 whose limit satisfies (4.1). Not all melting point solutions arise
this way: For strict minimizers arg(fz) is a harmonic function on reg(f), so only those
melting point solutions for which this also holds can be obtained as a limit of strict
minimizers. We call such melting point solutions borderline solutions.
Not all melting point solutions are borderline solutions: Let M ⊂ C be domain that does
not containing the origin and define
f :M 7→ C
f(z) =
λ
i (1 + λ) z
eizz + k(z).
where k : M 7→ C is a suitable holomorphic function defined as in (3.1). Then
fz =
λ
1 + λ
eizz
and f is a melting point solution for Eλ, but arg(fz) = zz is not harmonic.
5. Weierstrass representation
The well-known Weierstrass representation describes conformal parametrizations of min-
imal surfaces f : M → R3 (M a simply connected planar domain) in terms of two holo-
morphic functions g, h on M :
f(z) = Re
∫
h(1 − g2, i(1 + g2), 2g).
Here we obtain a similar result for elastic maps.
Theorem 1. Let M ⊂ C be a simply connected domain and h : M → C a holomorphic
function with only finitely many zeros. Define
H :=
∫
hdz G :=
∫
h2 dz.
Then there exists a meromorphic function k : M → Cˆ such that for λ ≥ 0
f : M → C
f =
1
2
Å
G+
2λ
1 + λ
H
h
ã
+ k.
is an almost immersed map and a strict minimizer of Eλ.
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Proof. If p1, . . . , pn are the zeros of h then
f : M \ {p1, . . . , pn} → C
f =
1
2
Å
G+
2λ
1 + λ
H
h
ã
,
is a well defined smooth function on M \ {p1, . . . , pn} but has singularities at p1, . . . , pn.
The second term on the right-hand side of
H(z)
h(z)
=
H(z)−H(pj)
h(z)
+
H(pj)
h(z)
, (5.1)
is antimeromorphic and has poles at the zeros of h. Near pj we can express
H(pj)
h(z)
as a
Laurent series
H(pj)
h(z)
=
∞∑
m=−lj
cjm(z¯ − pj)m.
Now we define a meromorphic function k :M → Cˆ by
k(z) := −
n∑
j=1
−1∑
m=−lj
cjm(z¯ − pj)m,
and obtain that the restriction of
H(pj)
h(z)
+ k(z) to a small neighborhood of pj is antiholo-
morphic. The first term on the right-hand side of 5.1, tends to zero as z goes to pj, because
H(z) − H(pj) has a zero of degree lj + 1 at pj if h(z) has one of degree lj. Therefore,
after adding k, f extents to a continuous map (still called f) on the whole of M . In order
to see that f is an almost immersed map it remains to show that the derivatives of f are
bounded on M \ {p1, . . . , pn}. fz is bounded because h is holomorphic on M and
fz =
1
2
Å
h2 +
2λ
1 + λ
h
h
ã
=
1
2
Å
hh+
2λ
1 + λ
ã
h
h
(5.2)
|fz| = 1
2
Å
hh+
2λ
1 + λ
ã
.
Now we consider fz¯ in a neighborhood Uj of pj
1 + λ
λ
fz¯ =
Å
H
h
ã
z¯
+ kz¯ =
Ç
H −H(pj)
h
å
z¯
+
Ç
H(pj)
h
+ k
å
z¯
.
The second term is antiholomorphic and therefore bounded. In order to investigate the first
term note that on Uj there are nowhere vanishing holomorphic functions aj, bj : Uj → C
such that
h(z) = (z − pj)lj aj(z) and H(z)−H(pj) = (z − pj)lj+1 b(z).
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Then on Uj we obtain∣∣∣∣∣
Ç
H(z)−H(pj)
h(z)
å
z¯
∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ a˜(z)(ljaj(z) + (z¯ − pj)aj(z)
′
)
aj(z)
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Hence both fz and fz¯ are bounded and therefore f is an almost immersed map.
f is a weak critical point of Eλ if and only if away from finitely many points g = (1 + λ) fz−
λ fz|fz| is a holomorphic function. This is indeed the case, by 5.2 we have
g = (1 + λ) fz − λ fz|fz| =
Å
1 + λ
2
hh+ λ− λ
ã
h
h
=
1 + λ
2
h2. (5.3)
In order for f to be a strict minimizer we in addition must have
1 + V ′
Ä
|fz|2
ä
≥ 0
where the left side does not vanish identically. For Eλ we have V (x) = λ (
√
x− 1)2 and
therefore we obtain
1 + V ′
Ä
|fz|2
ä
= 1 + λ
Ç
1− 1|fz|
å
= (1 + λ)− λ
1
2
Ä
|h|2 + 2λ1+λ
ä
=
|h|2(1 + λ)2
2λ+ |h|2(1 + λ) ≥ 0.
Since we assumed that h does not vanish identically, neither does 1 + V ′
Ä
|fz|2
ä
. 
Note that the minimizers f that can be constructed based on the Weierstrass representa-
tion given in Theorem 1 are not completely general: By (5.3) all zeros of the holomorphic
function g corresponding to such an f have even order. Nevertheless, under this additional
assumption the converse of Theorem 1 is also true:
Theorem 2. Let M ⊂ C be a simply connected domain and f : M → C a weak critical
point of Eλ. By Proposition 2
g := (1 + λ) fz − λ fz|fz| (5.4)
extends to a holomorphic function on the whole of M . Assume that all zeros of g have
even order. Then there is a holomorphic function h on M and a meromorphic function k
on M such that
f =
1
2
Å
G+
2λ
1 + λ
H
h
ã
+ k
where H =
∫
h and G =
∫
h2.
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Fig. 2: The disk with center (0, 0) and radius 1.2 is deformed by the
elastic map f based on the holomorphic function h(z) = z4 − 1. Since
h has zeros at 1,−1, i,−i we choose k(z) := 110
Ä
1
z+1 +
1
z−1 +
1
z−i +
1
z+i
ä
.
This compensates the corresponding poles of
∫
h dz
h¯
. Note that f has a
branch point wherever h has a zero. Figures 2-5 were made with Wolfram
Mathematica.
Proof. By our assumptions there is a holomorphic function h :M → C such that
1 + λ
2
h2 = g.
Choose holomorphic functions G,H on M such that H ′ = h and G′ = h2. Then one can
check that the function k defined away from the zeros of g by
k := f − 1
2
Å
G+
2λ
1 + λ
H
h
ã
is holomorphic and has only poles at the zeros of g. 
It is indeed possible to obtain a Weierstrass representation for general strict minimizers.
The only complication is that in general the Weierstrass data live on the Riemann surface
obtained as the double cover of the elastic domain branched over the odd-order zeros of g.
The main information that will allow us to construct examples is contained in the proof
of the following theorem:
Theorem 3. Let M ⊂ C be a simply connected domain and g : M → C a holomorphic
function with only finitely many zeros. Then there exists an almost immersed map f :
M → C such that (5.4) holds.
Proof. Let Mˆ be the double cover of M branched over the zeros of g that have odd order.
Denote by z : Mˆ →M the projection. On Mˆ we have a well defined holomorphic function
h : Mˆ → C such that
h2 =
2g ◦ z
1 + λ
.
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Let τ : Mˆ → Mˆ be the involution that interchanges the two sheets of Mˆ . Then
τ2 = id
z ◦ τ = z
h ◦ τ = −h.
Since we assumed that M is simply connected the first Betti number of Mˆ is
dimH1(Mˆ) = n− 1.
In general there will not be any function H : Mˆ → C such that dH = hdz. However, by
a theorem of Yukio Kusunoki and Yoshikazu Sainouchi [3], there is a holomorphic 1-form
η on Mˆ with the same zeros as hdz and periods∫
αi
η =
∫
αi
hdz. (5.5)
The 1-form hdz changes sign under τ and therefore also its periods. The same then holds
for η and therefore
ω :=
η − τ∗η
2
(5.6)
has the same periods as η. The 1-form hdz − ω then has no periods whatsoever and
therefore is exact: There is a holomorphic function H on Mˆ such that
dH = hdz − ω. (5.7)
We have τ∗ω = −ω and therefore (after adding a constant to H) we can assume
H ◦ τ = −H.
Then H
h
is invariant under τ and we can define F :M → C by
F ◦ z := H
h
. (5.8)
Since η has the same zeros as h, (5.6) and (5.7) imply that at a degree m zero q ∈ Mˆ of
h the function H has a zero of degree m+ 1.
Away from finitely many zeros of g the function F is smooth and Fz is non-zero. Moreover,
our assumptions imply that the derivative of F is bounded and therefore F is an almost
immersed map.
Given an arbitrary holomorphic function k on M we now can define an almost immersed
map f : M → C as
f :=
∫
g
1 + λ
dz +
λ
1 + λ
F + k.
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We have
Fz =
h
h
◦ z
and therefore
fz =
g
1 + λ
+
λ
1 + λ
h
h
.
Now a direct calculation shows (5.4). 
The above proof leads to a practical method that allows us to find the minimizer f that
corresponds to a given g: We have to find a holomorphic differential ω satisfying the
following properties:
τ∗ω = −ω (5.9)∫
αi
ω =
∫
αi
hdz (5.10)
for some homology basis {α1, . . . , αn−1} of Mˆ . The zeros of ω are not important because
poles ofH can always be compensated by adding to f a suitable anti-meromorphic function
k. In our examples we find ω based on the ansatz
ω :=
n∑
i=1
xi h
2i−1dz, xi ∈ C.
For such an ω condition (5.9) is automatically satisfied because we only sum over odd
powers of h. The coefficients xi have to be chosen such that (5.10) holds. This amounts to
a linear system Bx = a where a ∈ Cn is defined as aj :=
∫
αj
hdz and bij :=
∫
αj
h2i−1dz.
Fig. 3: A circle with center (0, 0) and radius 1.4 and its image under the
elastic deformation f related to the holomorphic map g(z) = z2+1. Since
g has two zeros of odd degree, f has two branch points.
Example: Let us consider the case where λ = 1, M ⊂ C is a simply connected domain
containing ±i and g(z) := z2 + 1. Since g has two zeros of odd degree the first homology
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group of Mˆ has dimension one. One can show that the period c :=
∫
α hdz of hdz along
any non-trivial α ∈ H1(Mˆ ) is purly imaginary. So if we define
ω := −c
c
h dz = hdz
then ω will satisfy (5.9) and (5.10). Now we define F : M → C as in (5.8) and obtain:
F (z) :=
Re
î
arcsinh(z) + z
√
1 + z2
ó
2
√
1 + z2
.
Choosing k = 0 gives us the elastic map
f(z) :=
1
6
z3 +
1
2
z +
Re
î
arcsinh(z) + z
√
1 + z2
ó
4
√
1 + z2
,
that solves the differential equation g = z2 + 1 = (2− 1|fz |)fz.
5.1. Weierstrass representation of borderline solutions. Not only strict minimizers
but also borderline solutions admit a Weierstrass representation:
Proposition 4. Let M ⊂ C be a planar domain and H, k : M → C two holomorphic
functions and λ > 0. Then
f :=
λ
1 + λ
H
h
+ k
is a borderline solution for Eλ.
Proof. With h := H ′ we have
fz =
λ
1 + λ
h
h
and therefore arg fz is harmonic and |fz| is constant. 
6. Deformations with free boundary
Up to now we only considered critical points f : M → R2 of the elastic energy with respect
to variations of f with fixed boundary values. We call f an elastic deformation with free
boundary if E(f) is critical under all variations of f , even if they move the boundary.
According to (equation (7.5)) this amounts to saying that (in addition to solving the
Euler-Lagrange equations in the interior) the restiction of the R2-valued 1-form σ defined
in equation (3.3) vanishes when applied to vectors tangent to the boundary:
σ|T∂M = 0.
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Suppose f is given by the Weierstrass representation in terms of two holomorphic func-
tions h, k : M → C. Then f is elastic with free boundary if and only if for every local
parametrization γ : [a, b]→ ∂M of the boundary of M we have
0 =
1
i
σλ(γ
′) = λ
Ç
1− 1|fz|
å
fzγ
′ − fz¯γ′
= λ
Å
1
2
hh− 1
1 + λ
ã
h
h
γ′ −
Ç
k′ − λ
1 + λ
Hh′
h
2
å
γ′. (6.1)
6.1. Elastic strip with free boundary. We want to find elastic equilibria of an annulus
obtained by gluing two opposite sides of a rectangle. Here M is not exactly a planar
domain but at least a compact 2-dimensional manifold with boundary:
M = [x1, x2]× R/2piZ.
In view of the periodic boundary conditions we make the following Ansatz for the Weier-
strass data h, k: We choose c > 0, a = α+ iβ ∈ C, n ∈ N and set
h(z) = ce
nz
2
k(z) = ae−nz.
Suitable functions H,G corresponding to this h are
Fig. 4: The rectangle M :=
î
log
Ä
3
4
ä
, log
Ä
5
4
äó
× [0, 2π] (only half of is
shown in the picture) is bended elastically to an annulus with free boundary
and winding number 1,2,3 or 6 respectively.
H(z) =
2c
n
e
nz
2
G(z) =
c2
n
enz
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and for f we obtain
f(x, y) =
1
2
Å
G+
2λ
1 + λ
H
h
ã
+ k
=
Ç
2λ
(1 + λ)n
+
c2
2n
enx + (α− iβ)e−nx
å
einy.
f(M) is an annulus that winds around the origin n times. By (6.1) the boundary will be
free if for every local parametrization γ of ∂M
0 = λ
Å
1
2
hh− 1
1 + λ
ã
h
h
γ′ −
Ç
k′ − λ
1 + λ
Hh′
h
2
å
γ′
= λ
Ç
c2
2
enx − 1
1 + λ
å
einyγ′ −

(−α+ iβ)nen(−x+iy) − λ
1 + λ
e
n(x+iy)
2 e
n(x−iy)
2
en(x−iy)

 γ′
= λ
Ç
c2
2
enx − 1
1 + λ
å
einyγ′ −
ï
(−α+ iβ)ne−nx − λ
1 + λ
ò
einyγ′.
The boundary components of M are parallel to the y-axis, therefore γ′ = ±i and we see
that β must be zero. Moreover, both for x = x1 and x = x2 we must have
0 = λ
Ç
c2
2
enx − 1
1 + λ
å
− αne−nx − λ
1 + λ
=
λc2
2
enx − αne−nx − 2λ
1 + λ
.
With u := enx this is a quadratic equation:
0 = u2 − 4
(1 + λ)c2
u− 2αn
λc2
=
Ç
u− 2
(1 + λ)c2
å2
−
(Ç
2
(1 + λ)c2
å2
+
2αn
λc2
)
.
We are interested in the case where this equation has two real roots, i.e. where there
exists b > 0 such that:
b2 =
Ç
2
(1 + λ)c2
å2
+
2αn
λc2
.
Then
x1 =
1
n
log
Ç
2
(1 + λ)c2
− b
å
x2 =
1
n
log
Ç
2
(1 + λ)c2
+ b
å
and we have the following elastic annulus with free boundary:
f :
ñ
1
n
log
Ç
2
(1 + λ)c2
− b
å
,
1
n
log
Ç
2
(1 + λ)c2
+ b
åô
× R \ 2π → R2,
f(x, y) =
Ç
2λ
(1 + λ)n
+
c2
2n
enx +
Ç
λc2b2
2n
− 2λ
(1 + λ)2nc2
å
e−nx
å
einy.
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6.2. Elastic deformations with free boundary of a standard annulus. The case
of a standard annulus
M = {z ∈ C | r1 ≤ |z| ≤ r2}.
yields other explicit elastic equilibria with free boundary. For the Weierstrass data h, k
we use the ansatz
h(z) = c zn
k(z) = a z−2n−1
where c > 0, a ∈ C and 2n ∈ N. We choose the integration constants in the corresponding
functions H,G as
H(z) =
c zn+1
n+ 1
G(z) = c2
z2n+1
2n+ 1
and obtain
f(z) =
1
2
Å
G+
2λ
1 + λ
H
h
ã
+ k
=
c2
4n+ 2
z2n+1 +
λ
(1 + λ)(n+ 1)
zn+1
z¯n
+ az¯−2n−1
=
z2n+1
|z|2n+1
Ç
c2
4n+ 2
|z|2n+1 + λ
(1 + λ)(n + 1)
|z|+ a|z|−2n−1
å
. (6.2)
f(M) is an annulus that winds 2n + 1 times around the origin. The boundary curves of
M are parametrized by γ1/2(t) = r1/2e
it. With (6.1) the boundary of f(M) is free if:
0 = λ
Å
1
2
hh− 1
1 + λ
ã
h
h
γ′ −
Ç
k′ − λ
1 + λ
Hh′
h
2
å
γ′
= λ
Ç
c2
2
|z|2n − 1
1 + λ
å
zn
z¯n
γ′ −
Ç
−a(2n+ 1)z¯−2n−2 − λ
1 + λ
n
n+ 1
zn+1z¯n−1
z¯2n
å
γ′.
Again we see that a must be a real number α and
0 = λ
Ç
c2
2
r2n − 1
1 + λ
å
− α(2n + 1)r−2n−2 − λ
1 + λ
n
n+ 1
0 = r4n+2 − 4n + 2
(1 + λ)(n + 1)c2
r2n+2 − α(4n + 2)
c2λ
. (6.3)
For all pairs of radii 0 < r1 < r2 there always exists α ∈ R and c > 0 such that (6.3) is
satisfied for r = r1 and r = r2. This can be seen by using the substitution u :=
1
c2 and
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v := α
c2
. The real numbers u and v have to solve the following linear system:
r4n+22 =
4n+ 2
(1 + λ)(n + 1)
r2n+22 u+
4n+ 2
λ
v,
r4n+21 =
4n+ 2
(1 + λ)(n + 1)
r2n+21 u+
4n+ 2
λ
v. (6.4)
This system has a unique solution (u, v) with u 6= 0 for all 0 < r1 < r2 because the
corresponding determinant is not zero:
(r2n+22 − r2n+21 )
4n+ 2
(1 + λ)(n + 1)
4n+ 2
λ
= (r2n+22 − r2n+21 )
(4n+ 2)2
(1 + λ)(n+ 1)λ
6= 0. (6.5)
Solving (6.4) we obtain for c and α:
c =
Ã
(4n + 2)
Ä
r2n+22 − r2n+21
ä
(1 + n)(1 + λ)
Ä
r4n+22 − r4n+21
ä ,
α =
λ r2n+22 r
2n+2
1
(
r2n2 − r2n1
)
(1 + n)(1 + λ)
Ä
r4n+21 − r4n+22
ä . (6.6)
Fig. 5: The annulus with radii r1 = 1 and r2 = 2 (left) is coiled up by an
elastic deformation with free boundary. Its winding number is 2, 3, 4 and
7 respectively, so in the four pictures on the right the blue area is covered
multiple times. For n = 7 the hole of the wound up annulus becomes very
small.
7. Uniqueness under free boundary conditions
In this section we return to the general elastic energies EV . We will prove that in the
absence of boundary conditions and on a simply connected planar domain the only stable
elastic maps are orientation preserving euclidean motions.
This result in fact also holds for “planar domains with self-overlap”: Let M be a compact
connected and simply connected 2-manifold with boundary and z : M → R2 = C an
immersion. As in (2.2), the differential df of any map f : M → C can be uniquely
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decomposed as:
df = fzdz + fz¯dz¯.
Then as in (2.4) we define
EV (f) =
1
2
∫
M
V (|fz|2) + |fz¯|2. (7.1)
Here the integral is taken with respect to the volume form i2dz ∧ dz¯ induced on M by the
immersion z.
Theorem 4. Let f : M → R2 be an orientation-preserving immersion that is a critical
point for EV with respect to all variations of f . Suppose that on all of M we have
1 + V ′(|fz|2) > 0. (7.2)
Then f is an orientation preserving euclidean motion.
Proof. By Proposition 2 the function
g = (1 + V ′(|fz|2))fz (7.3)
is holomorphic with respect to z.
Since f is an orientation-preserving immersion, fz has no zeros. Using this and (7.2) we
see that also g has no zeros and since M is simply connected we can define log g globally
on M . Moreover, there is a function f˙ : M → C such that:
f˙z = −g log g,
f˙z¯ = 0. (7.4)
If we use f˙ as an infinitesimal variation of f , the corresponding variation of the energy is
E˙V =
∫
M
V ′(|fz|2)〈f˙z, fz〉+ 〈f˙z¯, fz¯〉 (7.5)
=
∫
M
−V ′(|fz|2)〈(1 + V ′(|fz|2)) log((1 + V ′(|fz|2))fz)fz, fz〉
=
∫
M
−V ′(|fz|2)(1 + V ′(|fz|2))Re
î
log((1 + V ′(|fz|2))fz)
ó
|fz|2
=
∫
M
−V ′(|fz|2)(1 + V ′(|fz|2)) log((1 + V ′(|fz|2))|fz|)|fz |2.
Due to the fact that V : (0,∞)→ R is smooth, strictly convex and takes its only minimum
at x = 1 we have
V ′(x) < 0 for x ∈ (0, 1)
V ′(x) > 0 for x ∈ (1,∞).
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Thus for 0 < u < 1 we have:
V ′(u) < 0
(1 + V ′(u))u < 1
log((1 + V ′(u))u) < 0.
Therefore, the integrand of (7.5) is negative at all points of M where |fz| < 1. By a
similar argument, the same is true for |fz| > 1. This means that everywhere we have
|fz| = 1, because otherwise the variation of EV would be negative. This would contradict
our assumption that f is a critical point of EV .
The holomorphicity of g in (7.3) then implies that also fz is a holomorphic function.
Because of |fz| = 1 we conclude that fz is constant. Moreover, |fz| = 1 and V ′(1) = 0 the
1-form σ defined in (3.3) now has the form
σ = −ifz¯dz¯. (7.6)
We know fzz¯ = 0 and therefore fz¯ is an antiholomorphic function. By the left equality
in (3.5) criticality of f with respect to all variations implies that the σ has to vanish on
vectors tangent to ∂M . So the antiholomorphic function fz¯ vanishes on ∂M and thus
has to vanish identically. This means that f is a holomorphic map whose derivative fz
is constant and has unit norm. In other words, f is an orientation preserving euclidean
motion. 
Fig. 6: A non-trivial elastic deformation with free boundary of a domain
M that is not simply connected
Note that in dimensions greater than 2 there are counterexamples to the above theorem,
and also the condition that M is simply connected cannot be dropped:
• A thickened half-sphere in three dimensions can be turned inside out to yield a
non-trivial stable equilibrium.
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• In Fig. 5 an annulus is elastically deformed to another annulus with higher winding
number and free boundary. Here the image homotopy class gets changed to obtain
an non-trivial stable equilibrium.
• An example for an elastic deformation with boundary that preserves the homotopy
class was constructed numerically with Houdini and is shown in Fig. 6.
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